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Letters and words
A boardgame for 2-4 players (see picture below)
What you need:
 A side from a cardboard box or some other thick carton that you can use
 Colored carton in the size A2
 Glue
 Scissors
 A lot of letter in your language alphabet with frame around it f.e. Century Gothic in the size 75 pt.
at least and bold
 Start and Finish frames
 Pictures with word written below
 Book covering plastic
 Laminator machine and plastic
 Basket
What to do:
 Cut the thick carton to size A2 and glue the colored carton on it. Klip siden av papkassen til samme
størrelse og kartonet A2. Lim kartonet på papkassen. In the bottom left you glue the Start frame
and in the top right you glue the End frame. Glue letters in rows from Start to Finish. Remember to
have more of common letters used in your language and to put words together. Cover the board
then with the book covering plastic. Use the laminator machine for the rest of the letters. Find
pictures with easy words (2-5 letters) print them out and put them in plastic and through the
laminator machine. Cut again.
The game:
 2-4 players. Throw the dice and move forward on the boart towards Finish. When you stop you
collect the same letter (if you land on A you take one A and keep it with you) All the way to the
Finish line you collect the letters and when all have crossed the Finish linet hey try to make words
from their collected letters. The pictures with the word written below can be used for help making
words from the collected letters.
Another way to use this:
 Just let the kids play with the letters and pictures and maket he words they see on the pictures or
make words of their own. .
Note:
 When I made this boardgame I had all the letters in the same box. It took to much time for the kids
to look for the letter they needed and they lost interest soon. Now I have the letters in a box (used
for screws) and each letter has it´s place in the box (3-4 letters in each „hole“)and it´s easy to find
what is needed.
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